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 After being beaten by a street gang . Stephen Strange starts getting headaches and visits the . As if that isn't bad enough, when Strange is next to a . He gets sucked into a rift in the space-time continuum and winds up in an alternate version of Earth, . He meets up with new friends, alternate versions of old friends and helps to alter the course of history . This  was Marvel's first attempt to release a film
that would put a major character from the comics in the mainstream spotlight. While previous films have had major comic character guest appearances, none of them have portrayed a character so beloved by fans as Doctor Strange. Benedict Cumberbatch, who plays Stephen Strange, has been one of the biggest movie stars of the last decade . He is known for his work on ,

Sherlock, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and . In , , and , he portrayed Alan Turing, the brilliant mathematician and codebreaker who invented the modern computer. For his portrayal of the fictional character Mr. Smithers, a manservant in , he won . For his portrayal of Alan Turing, he won . The  involved the introduction of Tilda Swinton , a long-time actor and vocal advocate of modern culture, to the
Marvel Cinematic Universe. In , she played the Ancient One, an Ancient being who protects the Earth from malevolent forces and who is one of the first major characters introduced in the MCU. In , , , and , , , , and , she portrays Lady Sif, a Norse goddess of war. In , , and , she plays a villain known as . In , , and , she portrays the voice of the . In , , and , she plays Uatu, a celestial being who looks

after all space explorers. In , she plays Wong, a blind manservant of The Ancient One. In , she plays a telepath named . In , she plays a warrior named . In , she portrays the . In , she portrays Mads Mikkelsen's version of the character . Natalie Dormer, the daughter of actors Peter O'Toole and Dame Joan 82157476af
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